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+ Green Ark Collected Home
New, Rescued and Reworked Furniture

� Who we are and how we have been inspired.



+
Us

� Noah Rossmo: 

Journeyman Carpenter, began building furniture 10 years 

ago, access to salvaged materials since the beginning, 

love for classic designs and functional work.

� Allie Perrin:

Urban Planner/space planner, deep rooted interested in 

both indoor and outdoor space design, creative uses for 

old things, loves special pieces with interesting stories
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Why

� Statistics Canada (2008) estimates that 35 million 

tones/year of waste is generated, and that more than 

three quarters (78%) of this ends up in landfills. 

� 5% of landfills in Canada is textile waste

� Approximately 35% are household items made of non-

organic materials
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Conscious Consumerism

� Buying products with longevity

� Quality vs. quantity

� Applying value to eco-concious goods and services

� Value in special, unique things
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The New Antiquarian Movement

� WE, Vancouver BC, NY Times,….

� Questioning consumerism, spending money thoughtfully 

� Bringing together a generation of consumers who care
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Closed Loop Recycling
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Green Ark Collected Home

� The concept 

“In a recycled based society all objects are designed to be used and 
infinitely reused.

At Green Ark we believe this is possible, one does not have to compromise 
style for eco-responsible design.

One need not waste.

-Proud supporters of closed loop recycling, 
conscious consumerism & beautiful spaces”.
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+
Products

� Wood worker(s )

� Metal Smith

� Refinisher

� Industrial sewer

� New, consciously supplied products

� Gallery….
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Custom Build
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+
New Products
FSC Certified wood, organic fills and wools, natural latex, 

organic chemical free fabric
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The Over all Picture
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